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Disclaimer: These sample questions are for self-evaluation purposes only and do not appear on the actual certification 

exams. Answering the sample questions correctly is no guarantee that you will pass the certification exam. The certification 

exam covers a much broader spectrum of topics, so do make sure you have familiarized yourself with all topics listed in the 

exam competency areas before taking the certification exam.  

Questions 

1. Products with different characteristics should not be loaded on to the same vehicle. 
Which incompatibility type is required to achieve this?  

Please choose the correct answer.       
 

a)  O  Freight Unit – Transshipment Location 

b)  O  Freight Unit – Freight Unit 

)  O  Freight Unit – Vehicle Resource 

d)  O  Vehicle Resource – Vehicle Resource 

 

 

2. Where can you activate Event Management integration? 
  
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.  

 

a)  O  In the freight order type 

b)  O  In the freight agreement type 

c)  O  In the standard equipment type 

d)  O  In the freight unit type 

 
 

3. You track events such as truck delays and breakdowns during the execution of a freight order. 
How are these events categorized in SAP Event Management? 
 
Please choose the correct answer.  
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a)  O  As an overdue event 

b)  O  As a regular event 

c)  O  As an unexpected event 

d)  O  As an unreported event 

 
 

4. You are doing business with two carriers. Carrier A has a large fleet and a well-run back-office, carrier B 
is a driver/owner of a single vehicle. 
 
What is a recommended communication setup in this situation?  
 
Please choose the correct answer.   
 

a)  O  Carrier A: via SMS  
Carrier B: via EDI 

b)  O  Carrier A and B: via SMS 

c)  O  Carrier A: via EDI  
Carrier B: via SMS 

d) O Carrier A and B: via EDI 

 
 

5. Which profiles can be part of the planning profile? 
  
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.  
  
 

a)  O  Optimizer settings 

b)  O  Time-related selection attributes 

c)  O  Selection profile for freight orders and freight bookings 

d) O Geographical selection attributes 

e) O Capacity selection settings 

 
 

6.  Your company ships both chlorine and ammonia. These products cannot be transported together on 
the same vehicle from a safety and regulatory perspective. Your company is using Environment, Health 
and Safety (EH&S). 
 



How do you ensure that the products are not transported together?  
 
Please choose the correct answer.    
 

a)  O  Create freight units per product and merge the freight units 
manually during planning. 

b)  O  Integrate TM with EH&S and perform dangerous goods 
checks during both freight unit creation and planning. 

c)  O  Integrate TM with EH&S and use incompatibilities during 
carrier selection to select the best vehicle for the products. 

d)  O  Print a text on the bill of lading telling the driver to load the 
products into different compartments. 

 
 

7. You have not connected TM to a geographical information system (GIS). 
How can you configure TM to approximate road distance and duration? 
  
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question?  
 
Please choose the correct answer.   
 

a)  O  In means of transport Customizing, set the average speed 
and distance factor, but do not set the GIS quality indicator. 

b)  O  On the transportation lane, set the transportation distance, 
transportation duration, and control indicators "fix trsp. 
distance" and "fix trsp. duration". 

c)  O  In the means of transport Customizing, set the low speed, 
medium speed, and high speed, and the GIS quality indicator. 

d)  O  On the transportation lane, set the transportation distance, 
transportation duration, precision to "0100", but do not 
assign any means of transport. 

 

8. Which master data objects do you define to describe recurring transports between two locations?  
 
Please choose the correct answer.      
 

a)  O  Schedule and transportation lane 

b)  O  Departure calendar and calendar resource 

c)  O  Transportation lane and calendar resource 

d)  O  Schedule and departure calendar 

 
 



9. You want to create an order-based transportation requirement type that supports: 
 
- Analytics 
- Creation of a successor business document 

Which indicators must you set in Customizing to achieve this? 
  
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.   
 

a)  O  Automatic Freight Unit Building 

b)  O  BW Relevance 

c)  O  Enable Approval Workflow 

d) O  Track Changes 

 
 

10. Which of the following are calculation resolution bases? 
  
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.      
 

a)  O  Container 

b)  O  Stage 

c)  O  Resource 

d) O  Root 

e) O Location 

 
 

11. The rate table used in a charge item differs depending on the situation. 
What do you have to configure to be able to choose the appropriate rate table? 
 
Please choose the correct answer.    
 

a)  O  Freight unit building rules 

b)  O  Charge calculation rules 

c)  O  Freight unit building rule determination condition 

d) O  Settlement profile determination condition 

 

Solutions 



1 a) Incorrect  2 a) Correct  3 a) Incorrect  4 a) Incorrect  5 a) Correct  

1 b) Correct  2 b) Incorrect  3 b) Incorrect  4 b) Incorrect  5 b) Incorrect  

1 c) Incorrect  2 c) Incorrect  3 c) Correct  4 c) Correct  5 c) Correct  

1 d) Incorrect  2 d) Correct  3 d) Incorrect  4 d) Incorrect  5 d) Incorrect  

            5 e) Correct 

6 a) Incorrect  7 a) Correct  8 a) Incorrect  9 a) Correct  10 a) Correct  

6 b) Correct  7 b) Correct  8 b) Incorrect  9 b) Correct  10 b) Correct  

6 c) Incorrect  7 c) Incorrect  8 c) Incorrect  9 c) Incorrect  10 c) Incorrect  

6 d) Incorrect  7 d) Incorrect  8 d) Correct  9 d) Incorrect  10 d) Correct  

    10 e) Incorrect 

11 a) Incorrect      

11 b) Correct      

11 c) Incorrect      

11 d) Incorrect      

           

 

Want to learn more? Contact SAP for more information.   

 

http://www.sap.com/contactsap/

